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We present an event-by-event numerical simulation of the strong singlet correlations observed in
the Bell-test experiments using the programming language Mathematica. Our simulation produces
a very close approximation to the observed negative cosine correlations. Our starting proposition is
manifestly local-realistic analytical prescriptions for the binary results observed by Alice and Bob,
representing their detection processes. We also present a Bell-CHSH analysis within our simulation.
Our analyses do not depend on backward causation, superdeterminism, detection loophole, or any
other conspiracy loophole.

I. INTRODUCTION

Following the pioneering argument put forward by Bell
[1], it is widely believed that a local-realistic underpin-
ning of the strong singlet correlations observed in a typ-
ical EPR-Bohm or Bell-test experiment [2–10] is impos-
sible to achieve. However, in this note we present an
event-by-event numerical simulation of the correlations
between the results observed by the experimenters Alice
and Bob using the programming language Mathematica,
which produces a very close approximation to the ob-
served correlations. We also present a Bell-CHSH anal-
ysis using our simulation. Our analyses and results do
not depend on backward causation, superdeterminism,
detection loophole, or any other conspiracy loophole.

In his argument [1], Bell considered a pair of fermions
moving freely after production in opposite directions,
with particles 1 and 2 subject, respectively, to spin mea-
surements along independently chosen unit directions a
and b that may be situated at a spacelike distance from
each other (cf. Fig. 1). If initially the pair has vanishing
total spin, then its quantum mechanical spin state would
be the entangled singlet state

|Ψn〉 =
1√
2

{
|n, +〉1⊗|n, −〉2 − |n, −〉1⊗|n, +〉2

}
, (1)

with n indicating an arbitrary unit direction, and

σ · n |n, ±〉 = ± |n, ±〉 (2)

describing the quantum mechanical eigenstates in which
the particles have spin “up” or “down” in units of ~ = 2.
Here σ is the familiar Pauli spin “vector” (σx, σy, σz).
The rotational invariance of the state |Ψn〉 then ensures
that the expectation values of the spin operators σ1 · a
and σ2 · b are

Eq.m.(a) = 〈Ψn|σ1 · a⊗ 1l |Ψn〉 = 0 (3)

and

Eq.m.(b) = 〈Ψn| 1l⊗ σ2 · b |Ψn〉 = 0, (4)
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where 1l is the identity matrix. The expectation value of
the joint observable σ1 · a⊗ σ2 · b, on the other hand, is

Eq.m.(a, b) = 〈Ψn|σ1 · a ⊗ σ2 · b |Ψn〉 = −a · b. (5)

These quantum mechanical predictions can be found in
any good textbook on the subject, such as [11].

By contrast, if we consider a locally causal counterpart
of the joint expectation value (5) of the following classical
form,

E(a, b) =

∫
Λ

A(a, λ)B(b, λ) p(λ) dλ, (6)

where λ ∈ Λ denotes a complete specification of the state
of the spin system, p(λ) denotes the normalized proba-
bility distribution on the space Λ of initial states, and
A(a, λ) = ±1 and B(b, λ) = ±1 are locally causal mea-
surement functions specifying the results observed by the
experimenters Alice and Bob for a given run of their ex-
periment, then, by considering four freely chosen detector
directions, a, a′, b, and b′, and a corresponding linear
combination of expectation values, Bell argued that it
will remain bounded by ±2:

−2 6 E(a, b)+E(a, b′)+E(a′, b)−E(a′, b′) 6 +2. (7)

The notion of local causality (or local realism) espoused
by Einstein was made mathematically precise by Bell as
follows:

Local Causality: Apart from the initial state
or a hidden variable λ, the result A = ±1 of
Alice depends only on the measurement di-
rection a, chosen freely by Alice, regardless of
Bob’s actions. And similarly, apart from the
initial state λ, the result B = ±1 of Bob de-
pends only on the measurement direction b,
chosen freely by Bob, regardless of Alice’s ac-
tions. In particular, the function A(a, λ) does
not depend on b or B, the function B(b, λ)
does not depend on a or A, and, moreover,
the initial state λ does not depend on a, b,
A, or B.

For any functions A(a, λ) and B(b, λ) satisfying the
above conditions, with p(λ) in (6) also independent of
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FIG. 1: A spin-less neutral pion decays into an electron-
positron pair. Measurements of spin components on each
separated fermion are performed by Alice and Bob at remote
stations 1 and 2, providing binary outcomes along freely cho-
sen directions a and b. The conservation of spin momentum
dictates that the net spin of the pair remains zero during the
free evolution. After [15].

a and b, the expectation values are constrained to be
confined within

EL.R.(a, b) =


− 1 + 2

π ηab if 0 6 ηab 6 π

+ 3 − 2
π ηab if π 6 ηab 6 2π ,

(8)

where ηab is the angle between the detector directions a
and b chosen freely by Alice and Bob. The theoretical
difference between the expectation values (5) and (8) is
shown in Fig. 2.

In contrast to the above widely accepted claim of Bell’s
theorem [1], in what follows we define manifestly local
and realistic functions A(a, λ) and B(b, λ) analytically,
and then demonstrate in an event-by-event numerical
simulation that they reproduce the quantum mechani-
cal predictions (3), (4), and (5) so that the bounds of ±2

on the CHSH inequalities (7) are exceeded to ±2
√

2. For
this purpose we will use the following discrete version of
the expectation function (6) assuming uniform probabil-
ity distribution with p(λ) = 1/n,

E(a, b) = lim
n� 1

[
1

n

n∑
k= 1

A(a, λk) B(b, λk)

]
, (9)

because it is more faithful to the experimental practice,
with λk being an initial state for the kth run of the ex-
periment.

II. LOCAL-REALISTIC MEASUREMENT
FUNCTIONS

As noted, our starting point is a manifestly local-
realistic analytical prescription for the binary results ob-
served by Alice and Bob, representing their detection pro-
cesses, without any need to propose a theory underlying
the prescription.

To that end, it is instructive to first reflect back on the
simple example Bell considered in his pioneering paper
[1]. The space Λ of complete states in Bell’s example

FIG. 2: Graphs of the expectation functions (5) and (8). The
x-axis depicts the angle in degrees between the detector di-
rections a and b, and the y-axis depicts the corresponding
expectation value or correlation. The dotted straight lines
represent the local-realistic prediction of the correlation func-
tion (8) and the solid curve represents the quantum mechan-
ical prediction (5). After [16].

consists of unit vectors θ in the physical space, with the
functions A(a, θ) and B(b, θ) defined by

A(n, θ) = −B(n, θ) = − sign (θ · n) , (10)

provided θ · n 6= 0, and otherwise equal to the sign of
the first nonzero term from the set {nx, ny, nz}. This
simply means that A(n, θ) = − 1 if the two unit vectors
n and θ happen to point through the same hemisphere
centered at the origin of θ, and A(n, θ) = + 1 otherwise.
One can visualize Bell’s model [11] by considering a bomb
at rest exploding into two freely moving fragments with
angular momenta θ = s1 = − s2, with s1 + s2 = 0. The
two outcomes A(a, s1) and B(b, s2) can then be taken
as − sign (θ · a) and + sign (θ · b), respectively. If the
initial directions of the angular momenta are described
by isotropic probability distribution p(θ), then the local-
realistic expectation values of the individual measure-
ment outcomes work out to be [11]

EL.R.(n) = ±
∫

Λ

sign (θ · n) p(θ) dθ = 0 , (11)

where n = a or b. And their joint expectation value
based on the local form (6) similarly works out to be
that noted in (8).

In our view, the reason for the failure of Bell’s local
model in reproducing the strong correlations (5) is its
neglect of the spinorial sign changes occurring in the
fermions that make up the singlet system. Mathemat-
ically, fermions are known to be best represented by
quaternions. The sign changes exhibited by them under
rotations by even multiples of π can thus be understood
in terms of the sign changes in the quaternions:

q(ηsn + δ π, r) = (−1)δ q(ηsn, r) for δ = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
(12)

where the angle ηsn between the spin direction s of a
fermion and the detector direction n is half of the rota-
tion angle of the quaternion in (12), and r is the axis
of its rotation. This equation expresses the key relation
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that can explain the singlet correlations we observe in
Nature by forcing the product AB of the results A = ±
and B = ± to fluctuate between the values AB = −1
and AB = +1. It thereby allows all four combinations of
the results Alice and Bob observe, AB = + +, +−, −+,
and −−, necessary (but not sufficient) for producing the
strong correlations. Once the geometrical properties of
the 3-sphere constituted by the set of all unit quaternions
of the form (12) are taken into account, the strong singlet
correlations are reproduced. One of us has demonstrated
this within a quaternionic 3-sphere model, taken as a
physical space within which we are confined to perform
our experiments [12–17]. By contrast, in this paper we
demonstrate the importance of incorporating the spino-
rial sign changes in a Bell-type model for the singlet cor-
relations, by using simpler prescriptions for A(a, λ) and
B(b, λ).

To that end, let the angles 0 6 a < 360 and 0 6
b < 360 in degrees with respect to fixed laboratory axes
specify two detector settings, a and b, chosen freely and
independently by the experimenters Alice and Bob, in a
typical EPR-Bohm or Bell-test experiment [2–10]. Fol-
lowing the local-realistic hidden variable framework pro-
posed by Bell in his pioneering work [1], consider also
a hidden variable or common cause θk in the range
0 6 θk < 360 degrees, where the index k specifies the
trial number of the experiment. Then, in our notation,
Bell’s prescription A(a, θ) = − sign (θ · a) is equivalent
to A(a, θk) = − sign [cos(a− θk)]. We therefore propose
that the results observed by Alice (who could be space-
like separated from Bob) are specified by the function

A(a, θk) := A4(a, θk) +A6(a, θk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Corrected A1(a, θk)

+A2(a, θk) = ±1,

(13)
together with the following definitions

A1(a, θk) :=− sign [cos(a− θk)]

if |cos(a− θk)| > β cos2

[
θk
φ

]
,

otherwise no result, (14)

A2(a, θk) :=− sign [sin{a− (θk + ξ)}]

if |cos(a− θk)| < β cos2

[
θk
φ

]
,

otherwise no result, (15)

A3(a, θk) :=A1(a, θk) for k = kA 6= kB

[events A1(a, θk) for which trial numbers

did not match with those of B1(b, θk)], (16)

A4(a, θk) :=A1(a, θk) for k = kA = kB

[events A1(a, θk) for which trial numbers

matched with those of B1(b, θk)], (17)

A5(a, θk) :=− sign [sin{a− (θk + ξ)}] , (18)

and

A6(a, θk) :=

{
+A3(a, θk) if A1(a, θk) = A5(a, θk)

−A3(a, θk) if A1(a, θk) 6= A5(a, θk)

[emulates spinorial sign changes described in (12)],
(19)

where kA is the trial number recorded by Alice, kB is the
trial number recorded by Bob, and β, φ, and ξ are ad-
justable parameters that remain unchanged throughout
the experiment (cf. the discussion by Bell in [18]). Note
that, because the trial numbers k is a part of the hid-
den variable or the common cause θk originating in the
overlap of the backward light-cones of Alice and Bob, it
is shared between them. Consequently, the trial num-
bers kA and kB must be the same for the results (13)
observed simultaneously by Alice with Bob, in “coinci-
dent counts” [2–4]. The process encoded in the defini-
tions (16) to (19) ensures this, together with emulating
the spinorial sign changes described in (12). Before the
next section, we discuss why matching between kA and
kB is not automatic for the above prescription and how
the mismatch is rectified in the simulation. Note also
that, while it may not be obvious, the definitions (14) to
(19) necessitates that for a given trial k only one of the
three binary numbers A4(a, θk), A6(a, θk), and A2(a, θk)
appearing in the summation in (13) is nonzero, yielding
the result A(a, θk) = ±1 for each k.

It is important to appreciate that the above prescrip-
tion for A(a, θk) = ±1 is manifestly local-realistic, as
specified by Bell [1]. The function A(a, θk) depends only
on the detector setting a, freely chosen by Alice, apart
from the common causes k and θk originating from the
source in the overlap of the backward light-cones of Alice
and Bob. Moreover, it is evident from (14) and (15) that,
unlike in [19], all results generated by the initial states
are counted in the prescription.

Similar to the local prescription for Alice, we propose
that the results observed by Bob is specified by the func-
tion

B(b, θk) := B4(b, θk) +B6(b, θk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Corrected B1(b, θk)

+B2(b, θk) = ±1,

(20)
together with the following definitions

B1(b, θk) := + sign [cos(b− θk)]

if |cos(b− θk)| > β cos2

[
θk
φ

]
,

otherwise no result, (21)

B2(b, θk) := + sign [sin{b− (θk + ξ)}]

if |cos(b− θk)| < β cos2

[
θk
φ

]
,

otherwise no result, (22)

B3(b, θk) :=B1(b, θk) for k = kB 6= kA

[events B1(b, θk) for which trial numbers

did not match with those of A1(a, θk)], (23)
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FIG. 3: The magenta curve is the -cosine curve and the blue
dots are the data points from the simulation for 720 degrees
from -360 to +360 degrees. The data points match the saw-
tooth shaped lines produced by the expectation function (8).
They result when the sign changes in (19) and(26) are ignored.

B4(b, θk) :=B1(b, θk) for k = kB = kA

[events B1(b, θk) for which trial numbers

matched with those of A1(a, θk)], (24)

B5(b, θk) := + sign [sin{b− (θk + ξ)}] , (25)

and

B6(b, θk) :=

{
+B3(b, θk) if B1(b, θk) = B5(b, θk)

−B3(b, θk) if B1(b, θk) 6= B5(b, θk)

[emulates spinorial sign changes described in (12)].
(26)

From our perspective, the most important features in
the above prescriptions are the sign changes defined in
(19) and (26) that emulate the spinorial sign changes
described in (12).

However, lacking the nontrivial properties of quater-
nions, the simple functions such as cos(a − θk) we have
used in the definitions (13) to (26) require somewhat
elaborate strategy to emulate the spinorial sign changes.
For this reason we have separated out Alice’s pre-results
into two parts. Those that are determined by the condi-

tion |cos(a− θk)| > β cos2
[
θk
φ

]
, which we have named

A1, and those that are determined by the condition

|cos(a− θk)| < β cos2
[
θk
φ

]
, which we have named A2,

so that the net pre-result can be written as A1 + A2.
Evidently, when A1 is realized then A2 is not, and vice
versa, always giving the value ±1 for each run of the
experiment. Analogously, we have separated out Bob’s
pre-results into B1 and B2 so that his net pre-results can
be written as B1 +B2 = ±1.

Now, because of the split induced in the pre-results

of Alice by the conditions |cos(a− θk)| > β cos2
[
θk
φ

]
and

|cos(a− θk)| < β cos2
[
θk
φ

]
, there will be some pre-results

A1 without counterparts in the B1 category, and there
will be some pre-results A2 without counterparts in the
B2 category. And the same for Bob’s pre-results. Con-
sequently, the trial numbers kA and kB of some of those

FIG. 4: The magenta curve is the -cosine curve and the blue
dots are the data points from the simulation for 720 degrees
from -360 to +360 degrees. The data points match the -cosine
curve produced by the expectation function (5). They result if
the sign changes in (19) and (26) are fully taken into account.

events will not match. This is a consequence of the split-
ting the pre-results into A1 and A2, and has to be cor-
rected. Fortunately, that can be accomplished easily. We
define events A3 that are events A1 whose trial number
kA did not match with the corresponding trial number
kB of events in the B1 category. Similarly, we define
events A4 that are events A1 whose trial numbers kA did
match with the corresponding trial numbers kB of events
in the B1 category. Thus we can write A1 as the sum
A3 +A4 = ±1. So far, we have not made any corrections
arising from the spinorial sign changes discussed in (12).

For that purpose, we define a set of pre-results A5, of
which A2 is a subset. Finally, the mismatch in the trial
numbers kA and kB are corrected by defining the events
A6 in (19), which take into account the spinorial sign
changes (12) that produce the strong correlations. The
events A6 are thus the corrected events A3, for which the
trial numbers had not matched. Consequently, A4 + A6

are the corrected events A1, giving the observed results
A(a, θk) defined in (13) for Alice. And similarly, B4 +B6

are the corrected events B1, giving the observed results
B(b, θk) defined in (20) for Bob.

III. RESULTS OF THE EVENT-BY-EVENT
SIMULATIONS

The simulations implementing the above model of the
singlet correlations are presented in the appendices A
and B. The main results of the simulations are shown in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

A. Description of the code used

After setting run time parameters and initializing ar-
rays and tables, the code for the simulations, written in
the programming language Mathematica, begins by gen-
erating particle data with three independent do-loops.

The first do-loop generates the function β cos2
[
θk
φ

]
for
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each initial state (or hidden variable) θk. The second do-
loop generates the pre-results we have defined above as

A1 satisfing the condition |cos(a− θk)| > β cos2
[
θk
φ

]
and

the pre-result we have defined above as A2 satisfying the

condition |cos(a− θk)| < β cos2
[
θk
φ

]
. The third do-loop

does the same for B1 and B2.
Next, the trial numbers of A1 and B1 are extracted to

two lists named “list13” and “list23.” Then a comparison
is made of events where the trial numbers kA and kB of
Alice and Bob match to produce lists named “listA4” and
“listB4.” This procedure is similar to how trial numbers
are matched in some of the Bell-test experiments [2–10]
by matching time tags of events. In the simulation we
have the luxury of matching trial numbers. Next lines
compare the list named “listad3” generated by “listA4”
with the list “list23” and selects the events where the
trial numbers did not match and produces the list named
“listA3.” This allows to implement the correction proce-
dure on the pre-results described in the last paragraph
of the previous section to produce the observed results
A(a, θk) defined in (13) for Alice. Similar algorithm then
leads to the results B(b, θk) defined in (20) for Bob.

B. Computation of correlations

Given Alice’s results A(a, θk) and Bob’s results
B(b, θk) obtained above, the correlations between Alice’s
results and Bob’s results are computed in the standard
manner [3] using

E(a, b) = lim
n� 1

[
1

n

n∑
k= 1

A(a, θk)B(b, θk)

]

=
P (++) + P (−−) − P (+−) − P (−+)

P (++) + P (−−) + P (+−) + P (−+)

= − cos(a− b), (27)

where P (++), etc., are probabilities of jointly observ-
ing the result +1 by Alice and +1 by Bob, etc. The
correlations against the difference (a − b) between Al-
ice’s freely chosen angle a and Bob’s freely chosen angle
b with respect to a fixed axis are then plotted, as shown
in Fig. 4. It is evident from this plot that the prescrip-
tions for Alice’s results and Bob’s results defined in (13)
to (26) reproduces the quantum mechanical prediction
(5) to a very good approximation. The mean values of
the local results A(a, θk) and B(b, θk) are also computed
within the simulation, and they work out to be

E(a) = lim
n� 1

[
1

n

n∑
k= 1

A(a, θk)

]
= 0 (28)

and

E(b) = lim
n� 1

[
1

n

n∑
k= 1

B(b, θk)

]
= 0, (29)

FIG. 5: Histogram of angle a minus angle b for 2,000,000
trials.

reproducing predictions (3) and (4) of quantum mechan-
ics.

By contrast, the correlations shown in the plot shown
in Fig. 3 are produced in the simulation when the sign
changes defined in (19) and (26) are ignored. They re-
produce the sawtooth shape (8), characteristic of Bell’s
original local model [1]. In fact, it is easy to see from
our prescription defined in (13) to (26) that when the
sign changes defined in (19) and (26) are ignored, our
prescription reduces to essentially Bell’s prescription for
his local model [1].

C. Bell-CHSH analysis of particle data

In Appendix B we have included a Bell-CHSH analysis
[20] of our simulation data. We averaged ten runs of
the CHSH version of the program for 20,000 trials each
that gave us the absolute bound of 2.77996 on the CHSH
correlator. That is very close to the theoretical maximum
of 2
√

2 ≈ 2.82843.
Note that 20,000 trials amounts to averaging 10,000

trials per degree for the CHSH bounds. Thus two million
trials simulated for the correlations for 1 to 361 degrees at
one degree increments amounts to about 5,556 averages
per degree. However, that is not quite correct as we can
see from the histogram of the difference in Alice’s and
Bob’s angles shown in Fig. 5. There are more averages
near zero degrees than there are at the tail ends. That
explains why the simulation data at the tail ends of the
plot in Fig. 4 are not as close to the negative cosine curve
compared to the data near zero degrees: There are fewer
averages near ± 360 degrees.

IV. DISCUSSION

Because of the approximate nature of our prescriptions
(13) and (20), we do not offer analytical proof of the cor-
relation (27). However, an analytical proof of (27) does
exist in the literature. One of us has successfully demon-
strated several proofs of (27) within a quaternionic 3-
sphere model, taken as a physical space within which
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we are confined to perform all our experiments [12–17].
The simulation presented below is inspired by this work,
but it can also be viewed independently of the geomet-
rical model presented in [12–17]. On the other hand,
the quaternionic 3-sphere model presented in [12–17] ac-
counts for the spinorial sign changes necessary in the re-
sults observed by Alice and Bob, as captured in (19) and
(26). A succinct but complete summary of the model
presented in [12–17] can be found in Section III of [17].

One may wonder how such a manifestly local-realistic
model of the singlet correlations is possible when there
exists a mathematical theorem by Bell [1] that seems to
rule it out. However, Bell’s theorem is not a theorem in
the mathematical sense. It is a physical argument based
on several assumptions that can be questioned. More-
over, from its very inception many criticisms of Bell’s
theorem have existed in the literature. By now there
exists a vast literature on various criticisms of Bell’s the-
orem [21–29]. For example, one of us has argued that
what is ruled out by Bell’s theorem is not local realism
but the assumption of the additivity of expectation val-
ues in the proofs of the theorem [30]. A summary of this

argument can be found in Section II of [17].

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper we have shown that it is possible to repro-
duce the strong singlet correlations predicted by quantum
mechanics in a locally causal manner, to a very good
degree of approximation. We have demonstrated this
in an event-by-event numerical simulation of the singlet
correlations observed in the Bell-test experiments, using
the programming language Mathematica. Our simula-
tion produces a very close approximation to the observed
negative cosine correlations. We have also provided ana-
lytical prescriptions for the measurement results observed
by Alice and Bob in the manner of Bell. Our analysis pro-
duces absolute upper bound on the CHSH correlator that
exceeds the bound of 2 claimed on the basis of Bell’s the-
orem. It is also important to note that our analysis does
not depend on backward causation, superdeterminism,
detection loophole, or any other conspiracy loophole.

Appendix A: Event-by-Event Numerical Simulation of the Singlet Correlations:

Setting Run Time Parameters and Initializing Arrays and Tables

m = 2 000 000; (*Number of trials to perform.*)
trialDeg = 721;
s = ConstantArray[0,m];
λ = ConstantArray[0,m];
outA = Table[{0, 0, 0, 0, 0},m];
outB = Table[{0, 0, 0, 0, 0},m];
outA4 = Table[{0, 0, 0, 0, 0},m];
outB4 = Table[{0, 0, 0, 0, 0},m];
a1 = ConstantArray[0,m];
b1 = ConstantArray[0,m];
A = ConstantArray[0,m];
B = ConstantArray[0,m];
nPP = ConstantArray[0, trialDeg];
nNN = ConstantArray[0, trialDeg];
nPN = ConstantArray[0, trialDeg];
nNP = ConstantArray[0, trialDeg];
nAP = ConstantArray[0, trialDeg];
nBP = ConstantArray[0, trialDeg];
nAN = ConstantArray[0, trialDeg];
nBN = ConstantArray[0, trialDeg];
β = 0.3; φ = 3; ξ = −15; (*Adjustable parameters*)

Generating Particle Data with Three Independent Do-Loops

Do[e = RandomReal[{0, 360}]; (*Singlet vector angle*)
s[[i]] = e; (*The hidden variable or initial state*)

λ[[i]] = β
(

Cos2
[
e
φ

])
, {i,m}]

Do[a = RandomInteger[{0, 360}]; (*Detector vector angle 1 degree increments*)
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If[Abs[Cos[((a− s[[i]])Degree)]] < λ[[i]],C1 = f1,C1 = g1];
If[Abs[Cos[((a− s[[i]])Degree)]] > λ[[i]],Aa = −Sign[Cos[((a− s[[i]])Degree)]],
Aa = −Sign[Sin[((a− s[[i]] + ξ)Degree)]]];
A5 = −Sign[Sin[((a− s[[i]] + ξ)Degree)]];
outA4[[i]] = {a,Aa, i,C1,A5}, {i,m}]
outA1=Select[outA4,MemberQ[#,g1]&]; (*Split outA4 into outA1 and outA2*)
outA2=Select[outA4,MemberQ[#,f1]&];

Do[b = RandomInteger[{0, 360}]; (*Detector vector angle 1 degree increments*)
If[Abs[Cos[((b− s[[i]])Degree)]] < λ[[i]],C2 = f2,C2 = g2];
If[Abs[Cos[((b− s[[i]])Degree)]] > λ[[i]],Bb = Sign[Cos[((b− s[[i]])Degree)]],
Bb = Sign[Sin[((b− s[[i]] + ξ)Degree)]]];
B5 = Sign[Sin[((b− s[[i]] + ξ)Degree)]];
outB4[[i]] = {b,Bb, i,C2,B5}, {i,m}]
outB1=Select[outB4,MemberQ[#,g2]&]; (*Split outB4 into outB1 and outB2*)
outB2=Select[outB4,MemberQ[#,f2]&];

Matching Events Observed by Alice and Bob by Trial Numbers

list13 = outA1[[All, 3]]; (* Two lists of only trial numbers used for matching.*)
list23 = outB1[[All, 3]];

Local Detection Analysis of the Events Observed by Alice

listA4 = Select[outA1, Intersection[{#[[3]]}, list23] == {#[[3]]}&]; (*Events in outA1 that match go to listA4*)
listad3 = listA4[[All, 3]];
listA3 = Select[outA1, Intersection[{#[[3]]}, listad3] 6= {#[[3]]}&]; (*Events in outA1 that do not match go to listA3*)
M = Length[listA3];
listA6 = Table[{0, 0, 0, 0, 0},M ];
a2 = ConstantArray[0,M ];
A2 = ConstantArray[0,M ];
ind2 = ConstantArray[0,M ];
A3 = ConstantArray[0,M ];
A7 = ConstantArray[0,M ];
A4 = ConstantArray[0,M ];
A6 = ConstantArray[0,M ];
a2 = listA3[[All, 1]];
A2 = listA3[[All, 2]];
ind2 = listA3[[All, 3]];
A7 = listA3[[All, 5]];
Do[A4 = A2[[i]]; A6 = A7[[i]];
If[A4 == A6,A2 = A2,A2 = A7];
listA6[[i]] = {a2[[i]],A2[[i]], ind2[[i]], f1,A7[[i]]}, {i,M}] (*Emulate quaternionic sign change*)
outA = Sort[Catenate[{listA4, outA2, listA6}],#1[[3]] < #2[[3]]&]; (*Combine lists and sort*)
a1 = outA[[All, 1]];
A = outA[[All, 2]]; (*These results are what Alice observes, as defined in Eq. (13)*)

Local Detection Analysis of the Events Observed by Bob

listB4 = Select[outB1, Intersection[{#[[3]]}, list13] == {#[[3]]}&]; (*Events in outB1 that match go to listB4*)
listbd3 = listB4[[All, 3]];
listB3 = Select[outB1, Intersection[{#[[3]]}, listbd3] 6= {#[[3]]}&]; (*Events in outB1 that don’t match go to listB3*)
M2 = Length[listB3];
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listB6 = Table[{0, 0, 0, 0, 0},M2];
b2 = ConstantArray[0,M2];
B2 = ConstantArray[0,M2];
ind3 = ConstantArray[0,M2];
B3 = ConstantArray[0,M2];
B7 = ConstantArray[0,M2];
B4 = ConstantArray[0,M2];
B6 = ConstantArray[0,M2];
b2 = listB3[[All, 1]];
B2 = listB3[[All, 2]];
ind3 = listB3[[All, 3]];
B7 = listB3[[All, 5]];
Do[B4 = B2[[i]]; B6 = B7[[i]];
If[B4 == B6,B2 = B2,B2 = B7];
listB6[[i]] = {b2[[i]],B2[[i]], ind3[[i]], f1,B7[[i]]}, {i,M2}] (*Emulate quaternionic sign change*)
outB = Sort[Catenate[{listB4, outB2, listB6}],#1[[3]] < #2[[3]]&]; (*Combine lists and sort*)
b1 = outB[[All, 1]];
B = outB[[All, 2]]; (*These results are what Bob observes, as defined in Eq. (20)*)

Statistical Analysis of the Particle Data Received from Alice and Bob

Do[θ = a1[[j]]− b1[[j]] + 361; (*All angles are shifted by 361 degrees since θ is an index*)
aliceD = A[[j]]; bobD = B[[j]];
If[aliceD == 1,nAP[[θ]]++];
If[bobD == 1,nBP[[θ]]++];
If[aliceD == −1,nAN[[θ]]++];
If[bobD == −1,nBN[[θ]]++];
If[aliceD == 1&&bobD == 1,nPP[[θ]]++];
If[aliceD == 1&&bobD == −1,nPN[[θ]]++];
If[aliceD == −1&&bobD == 1,nNP[[θ]]++];
If[aliceD == −1&&bobD == −1,nNN[[θ]]++], {j,m}]

Calculating Mean Values of A, B, and AB, and Plotting the Results

pPP = 0; pPN = 0; pNP = 0; pNN = 0;
mean = ConstantArray[0, trialDeg];
Do[sum = nPP[[i]] + nPN[[i]] + nNP[[i]] + nNN[[i]];
If[sum == 0,Goto[jump],
{pPP = nPP[[i]]/sum;
pNP = nNP[[i]]/sum;
pPN = nPN[[i]]/sum;
pNN = nNN[[i]]/sum;

mean[[i]] = pPP + pNN− pPN− pNP}];
Label[jump], {i, trialDeg}]
simulation = ListPlot[mean,PlotMarkers→ {Automatic,Tiny}];
negcos = Plot[−Cos[xDegree], {x, 0, 720},PlotStyle→ {Magenta},
Ticks→ {{{0,−360◦}, {90,−270◦}, {180,−180◦}, {270,−90◦}, {360, 0◦}, {450, 90◦},
{540, 180◦}, {630, 270◦}, {720, 360◦}},Automatic},GridLines→ Automatic];
p1 = Plot[−1 + (2xDegree)/π, {x, 0, 180},PlotStyle→ {Gray,Dashed}];
p2 = Plot[3− 2xDegree/π, {x, 180, 360},PlotStyle→ {Gray,Dashed}];
p3 = Plot[−5 + 2xDegree/π, {x, 360, 540},PlotStyle→ {Gray,Dashed}];
p4 = Plot[7− 2xDegree/π, {x, 540, 720},PlotStyle→ {Gray,Dashed}];
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Comparing Mean Values with the -Cosine Function and Computing Averages

Show[negcos,p1,p2,p3,p4, simulation] (*This plot is reproduced in Figure 4 with more information*)

AveA = N [Sum[A[[i]], {i,m}]/m];
AveB = N [Sum[B[[i]], {i,m}]/m];
Print[“AveA = ”,AveA]
Print[“AveB = ”,AveB]
PAP = N [Sum[nAP[[i]], {i, trialDeg}]];
PBP = N [Sum[nBP[[i]], {i, trialDeg}]];
PAN = N [Sum[nAN[[i]], {i, trialDeg}]];
PBN = N [Sum[nBN[[i]], {i, trialDeg}]];
PA1 = PAP/(PAP + PAN);
PB1 = PBP/(PBP + PBN);
Print[“P(A+)= ”,PA1]
Print[“P(B+)= ”,PB1]
totAB = Sum[nPP[[i]] + nNN[[i]] + nPN[[i]] + nNP[[i]], {i, trialDeg}]
PP = N [Sum[nPP[[i]], {i, trialDeg}]/totAB]
NN = N [Sum[nNN[[i]], {i, trialDeg}]/totAB]
PN = N [Sum[nPN[[i]], {i, trialDeg}]/totAB]
NP = N [Sum[nNP[[i]], {i, trialDeg}]/totAB]
CHSH = Abs[N [mean[[315]]]−N [mean[[225]]] +N [mean[[405]]] +N [mean[[45]]]]

AveA = 0.000012

AveB = 0.00075

P(A+)= 0.500006

P(B+)= 0.500376

2000000 (*Total particles detected are the same as total trials performed*)

0.250327 (*+ + average*)

0.249946 (*- - average*)

0.249678 (*+ - average*)

0.250048 (*- + average*)

2.78404 (*CHSH approximation, see below.*)
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Appendix B: Event-by-Event Numerical Simulation of Bell-CHSH Analysis:

Setting Run Time Parameters and Initializing Arrays and Tables

m = 20 000;
s = ConstantArray[0,m];
λ = ConstantArray[0,m];
outA4 = Table[{0, 0, 0, 0, 0},m];
outB4 = Table[{0, 0, 0, 0, 0},m];
outA1 = Table[{0, 0, 0, 0, 0},m];
outB1 = Table[{0, 0, 0, 0, 0},m];
outA2 = Table[{0, 0, 0, 0, 0},m];
outB2 = Table[{0, 0, 0, 0, 0},m];
a2 = ConstantArray[0,m];
b2 = ConstantArray[0,m];
A = ConstantArray[0,m];
B = ConstantArray[0,m];
β = 0.3; φ = 3; ξ = −15;

Generating Particle Data with Three Independent Do-Loops

Do[e = RandomReal[{0, 360}]; (*Singlet vector angle*)
s[[i]] = e; (*The hidden variable or initial state θk*)

λ[[i]] = β
(

Cos
[
e
φ

]
∧2
)
,

{i,m}]

Do[a = RandomChoice[{0, 90}];
If[Abs[Cos[((a− s[[i]])Degree)]] < λ[[i]],C1 = f1,C1 = g1];
If[Abs[Cos[((a− s[[i]])Degree)]] > λ[[i]],Aa = −Sign[Cos[((a− s[[i]])Degree)]],
Aa = −Sign[Sin[((a− s[[i]] + ξ)Degree)]]];
A5 = −Sign[Sin[((a− s[[i]] + ξ)Degree)]];
outA4[[i]] = {a,Aa, i,C1,A5}, {i,m}]
outA1 = Select[outA4,MemberQ[#, g1]&];
outA2 = Select[outA4,MemberQ[#, f1]&];

Do[b = RandomChoice[{45, 135}];
If[Abs[Cos[((b− s[[i]])Degree)]] < λ[[i]],C2 = f2,C2 = g2];
If[Abs[Cos[((b− s[[i]])Degree)]] > λ[[i]],Bb = Sign[Cos[((b− s[[i]])Degree)]],
Bb = Sign[Sin[((b− s[[i]] + ξ)Degree)]]];
B5 = Sign[Sin[((b− s[[i]] + ξ)Degree)]];
outB4[[i]] = {b,Bb, i,C2,B5}, {i,m}]
outB1 = Select[outB4,MemberQ[#, g2]&];
outB2 = Select[outB4,MemberQ[#, f2]&];

Matching Events Observed by Alice and Bob by Trial Numbers

listad = outA1[[All, 3]]; (*Match Trial Numbers*)
listbd = outB1[[All, 3]];

Local Detection Analysis of the Events Observed by Alice

listA4 = Select[outA1, Intersection[{#[[3]]}, listbd] == {#[[3]]}&];
listad2 = outA1[[All, 3]];
listad3 = listA4[[All, 3]];
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listA3 = Select[outA1, Intersection[{#[[3]]}, listad3] 6= {#[[3]]}&];
listAa4 = Select[listA4, Intersection[{#[[3]]}, listad2] 6= {#[[3]]}&];
M = Length[listA3];
listA6 = Table[{0, 0, 0, 0, 0},M ];
a2 = ConstantArray[0,M ];
A2 = ConstantArray[0,M ];
ind2 = ConstantArray[0,M ];
A3 = ConstantArray[0,M ];
A7 = ConstantArray[0,M ];
A4 = ConstantArray[0,M ];
A6 = ConstantArray[0,M ];
a2 = listA3[[All, 1]];
A2 = listA3[[All, 2]];
ind2 = listA3[[All, 3]];
A7 = listA3[[All, 5]];
Do[A4 = A2[[i]]; A6 = A7[[i]];
If[A4 == A6,A2 = A2,A2 = A7];
listA6[[i]] = {a2[[i]],A2[[i]], ind2[[i]], f1,A7[[i]]}, {i,M}]
outA = Sort[Catenate[{listA4, outA2, listA6}],#1[[3]] < #2[[3]]&];
a2 = outA[[All, 1]];
A = outA[[All, 2]];

Local Detection Analysis of the Events Observed by Bob

listB4 = Select[outB1, Intersection[{#[[3]]}, listad] == {#[[3]]}&];
listbd2 = outB1[[All, 3]];
listbd3 = listB4[[All, 3]];
listB3 = Select[outB1, Intersection[{#[[3]]}, listbd3] 6= {#[[3]]}&];
listBb4 = Select[listB4, Intersection[{#[[3]]}, listbd2] 6= {#[[3]]}&];
M2 = Length[listB3];
listB6 = Table[{0, 0, 0, 0, 0},M2];
b2 = ConstantArray[0,M2];
B2 = ConstantArray[0,M2];
ind3 = ConstantArray[0,M2];
B3 = ConstantArray[0,M2];
B7 = ConstantArray[0,M2];
B4 = ConstantArray[0,M2];
B6 = ConstantArray[0,M2];
b2 = listB3[[All, 1]];
B2 = listB3[[All, 2]];
ind3 = listB3[[All, 3]];
B7 = listB3[[All, 5]];
Do[B4 = B2[[i]]; B6 = B7[[i]];
If[B4 == B6,B2 = B2,B2 = B7];
listB6[[i]] = {b2[[i]],B2[[i]], ind3[[i]], f1,B7[[i]]}, {i,M2}]
outB = Sort[Catenate[{listB4, outB2, listB6}],#1[[3]] < #2[[3]]&];
b2 = outB[[All, 1]];
B = outB[[All, 2]];

CHSH Analysis of the Particle Data Received from Alice and Bob

nP1 = 0; nN1 = 0; nP2 = 0; nN2 = 0; nP3 = 0; nN3 = 0; nP4 = 0; nN4 = 0;
Do[a1 = a2[[j]]; b1 = b2[[j]];
aliceD = A[[j]]; bobD = B[[j]];
If[(b1 == 45)&&(a1− b1 == −45)&&aliceD ∗ bobD == 1,nP1++];
If[(b1 == 45)&&(a1− b1 == −45)&&aliceD ∗ bobD == −1,nN1++];
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If[(a1− b1) == −135&&aliceD ∗ bobD == 1,nP2++];
If[(a1− b1) == −135&&aliceD ∗ bobD == −1,nN2++];
If[(a1− b1) == 45&&aliceD ∗ bobD == 1,nP3++];
If[(a1− b1) == 45&&aliceD ∗ bobD == −1,nN3++];
If[a1 == 90&&(a1− b1) == −45&&aliceD ∗ bobD == 1,nP4++];
If[a1 == 90&&(a1− b1) == −45&&aliceD ∗ bobD == −1,nN4++], {j,m}]
E1 = N [(nP1− nN1)/(nP1 + nN1)];
E2 = N [(nP2− nN2)/(nP2 + nN2)];
E3 = N [(nP3− nN3)/(nP3 + nN3)];
E4 = N [(nP4− nN4)/(nP4 + nN4)];
CHSH = Abs[E1− E2 + E3 + E4];
Print[“CHSH = ”,CHSH]
CHSH = 2.78608
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